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Aerodynamic surface heating rate distributions in three dimensional 
shock-wave boundary-layer interaction flow regions are presented for a generic 
set of model configurations representative of the aft portion of hypersonic 
aricraft. Heat transfer data were obtained using the phase change coating 
technique (paint) and, at particular spanwise and streamwise stations for 
sample cases, by the thin-wall transient temperature technique 
(thermocouples). Surface oil flow patterns ?re also shown. The good accuracy 
of the detailed heat transfer data, as attested in part by their 
repeatability, is attributable partially to the comparatively high temperature 
potential of the NASA-Langley Mach 8 Variable Density Tunnel. The data are 
well suited to help guide heating analyses of Mach 8 aircraft, and should be 
considered in formulating improvements to empiric analytic methods for 
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Thermal loads on the surfaces of high speed vehicles can be changed 
greatly when shock waves interact with t'1e boundary layer flows over these 
surfaces. The resul ti ng surface hea ti ng rate 1i stri buti ons may be far 
di fferent from those anti ci pated negl ecti '1g Shock-wave boundary-l ayer 
interactions. Such interactions are recognized widely as an important pro)lem 
a rea in the desi gn of hi gh speed ai rcraft, and have prompted many 
investigations of shock-induced separated flows (e.g., Ref. 1-3). An 
empirical base is being established to develop simple analytic methods that 
can be used to esti mate effects of three-di mensi onal shock-wave boundary-l ayer 
interactions. The data described herein are part of this empirical base, 
whi ch can be used tl) compare experi mental resul ts wi th resul ts cal CJl ated 
using existing analytic methods (~ef. 4 and 5). 
The particular problem addressed in this report is three-dimensional flow 
separati on caused by trai 1 i ng edge control s on basi c confi gurati ons 
representative of wing and fuselage sections of hypersonic aircraft. 
Impi ngernent of a shock wave, caused by a trai 1 i ng edge, contro 1, on the 
boundary layer on an adjacent surface can result in extensive regions of 
increased thermal loads, which are much larger than predictable using either 
inviscid or two-dimensional flow analyses (Ref. 5-8). The increased thermal 
loads can compromise an aircraft design. Although these effects are important 
to the design of high speed aircraft, there were few data of general 
applicability to three-dimensional separated flows and no completely 
satisfactory analytic methods for predicting general three-dimensional, 
inviscid-viscid, interaction flow effects (Ref. 9-11). 
The character of the boundary layer is one of the most important factors 
influencing interactions between shock waves and boundary layers (Ref. 12). 
Wi nd tunnel model s of compl ete ai rcraft confi gurati ons frequently have 1 ami nar 
or transi ti onal boundary 1 ayers, unl ike the actual fl i'ght confi gurati ons whi ch 
have predomi nately turbul ent boundary-l ayer flows over thei r surfaces. Thi s 
di screpancy, caused by the 1 imi tati ons ofhypersoni cwi nd tunnel s on model 
si ze, make questi onabl e the val; d; ty of extrapol at; ngsmall scal e model data 
to full scale flight vehicles. 
1 
An experimental progralR was designed to increase the data base required 
to understand three-dimensional flow interactions - those pertinent to elevon 
deflections on high speed aircraft. Instead of a complete configuration, a 
simple "wing-elevon" model was used to simulate the wing trailing edge 
control, and aft fuselage portion of a "typical" hypersonic aircraft. (See 
Fig. 1 and Ref. 5). The chord of the semispan wing-elevon model was several 
times larger than that which could be used for a complete aircraft 
configuration in the same wind tunnel. Therefore, chord-length Reynolds 
numbers comparable to those anticipated for flight vehicles could be achieved 
and more detailed data could be obtained in the interaction flow region. 
Fundamental shapes (pl anar and cyl i ndri cal surfaces) were chosen to make 
the data as generally applicable as possible and til increase their usefulness 
in gui 1i ng analyses of three-dilnensi onal interacti on flow regi ons wi th a 
minimum of extraneous effects. Sharp leading-edge flat-plate wings with 
leading-edge sweep angles of aO, 50° and 700 were tested at 00 angle of 
attack. Regions of boundary-layer transition on these wings 'are parallel to 
the sharp leading edges, and frequently are as extensive as the upstream 
1 ength of 1 ami nar flow for the flow condi ti ons considered herei n (Ref. 13). 
For the 700 swept wings, the boundary layer at the elevon hinge line location 
is turbulent on the inboard portion of the wing (near the root chord) and 
transi ti onal or 1 ami nar on the outboard porti on (near the wi ng ti p), (Ref. 
14) • The character of the boundary 1 ayer has a strong ,i nfl uence on flow 
separati on (Ref. 12) and so wi ng sweep affects separated flow regi ons 
strongly. ?lanar and cylindrical center bodies were used to provide data for 
basic three-dimensional interaction flows (Ref. 5). 
Experiments were conducted in the NASA Langley, Mach 8, Variable Density 
Tunnel to obtai n fundamental three-dilnensi onal interacti on flow data for 
conditions simulating flight of hypersonic aircraft. The root chord Reynolds 
numbers \\ere approximately 20 million (comparable to i~ach 8 flight of: a 
Shuttle at 110,000 ft altitude, a research airplane at 80,000 ft, or a missile 
at 50,000 ft). Presented in this are sample photographic data (frames from 
oil flow and phase change coating motion pictures), and surface heating rate 
distributions, obtained using both the phase change coating (paint) technique 
and the transient temperature thin wall (thermocouple) technique, for many 
. wing-trailing-edge-control model configurations. 
The same basic model has been used in the Langley 20-in. Mach 6 Tunnel to 
2 
obtain photographic, pressure and heating rate data (Ref. 15). The Mach 6 
data and the present Mach 8 data substantially enlarge the data base required 
~ to understand three-dimensional interaction-flow effects on high speed 
aircraft. The high temperature potential of the Mach 8 tunnel enables 
obtaining quite accurate heat transfer data; the data presented herein should 
be used to improve empiric analytic methods that have been proposed for 






















width of gap between end plate and inboard edge of elevon, in. 
hinge line 
heat transfer coefficient, BTU/ft 2 secoR 
Mach number 
ratio of surface pressure to free-stream pressure, p/p~ 
pressure, pSia 
Reynolds number based on free-stream conditions and wing root chord 




surface streamwise distance measured downstream from the wing apex 
(or wing leading edge for the unswept wing), in. 
spanwise distance measured outboard from the inboard location of the 
trailing edge control, in. 
distance measured upward from wing surface, in. 
ratio of specific heats for air (taken as 1.4 herein) 
elevon deflection angle, deg 
elevon shock-wave angle, deg 
wi ng sweepback 'angl e, deg 
density of silicone rubber portions of model, kg/m3 
Subscripts: 
aw adiabatic wall 
i initial 
inv value calculated for inviscid flow, neglecting separation 
pc phase change of paint coating 
o stagnation conditions of free-stream tunnel flow 
local undisturbed flow conditions over wing surface 
~ free-stream flow conditions 
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-3. EXPERII\1ENTAL PROGRAl'1 
3.1 MODEL DESIGN CRITERIA 
The half model used for these experiments is representative of the aft 
portion of a winged flight configuration with trailing-edge controls (Fig. 1 
and Ref. 15). This approach has the advantage that, for a given test 
facility, the wing chord for the model can be several times larger than that 
for a corresponding complete aircraft configuration. More detailed data 4nay 
be obtained in the interaction flow region, the resulting larger root-chord 
Reyno11s number more nearly equal s that for f1 i ght vehi cl es, and the character 
of the boundary 1 ayer on the model surfaces resembl es closely that expected 
for f1 i ght vehi c1 es. Si mul ati ng the character of the boundary 1 ayer is 
parti clJl arly important in regi ons where separated flow may occur (Ref. 1, 7 
and 12). On a swept wing, the boundary layer ahead of the trailing edge 
control may be characteristically turbulent on the inboard portion of the wing 
and laminar on the outboard portion, resulting in a complex flow structure 
with significant effects on surface loads (Ref. 13 and 14). 
3.2 TWO TYPES -OF 3-D INTERACTION FLOWS 
Two types of 3-D interaction flows dre depicted in Fig. 2. For small 
el evan defl ec ti on ang1 es the el evon-generated shock emanates from the hi nge 
1 i ne, whereas for 1 arge def1 ecti on angl es the flow separates from the wi ng 
surface upstream of the hinge line and a shock emanates from the separation 
line (Fig. 2). In both of these cases, the extent of the disturbance on the 
adjacent end-plate (fuselage) surface is far larger than' would be anticipated 
using inviscid-flO\~ analyses (Ref. 5)., The extent of the disturbed flow on 
the end plate surface is shown by oil-accumulation lines indicated in Fig. 2. 
A si mi 1 ar 3-D i nteracti on f1 ow prob1 em that has recei vedmuch attenti on 
is that caused by fin generated shock waves incident to a boundary layer on an 
adjacent surface (Ref. 4 and 16). The prime difference is the existence of a 
boundary layer on the wing surface upstream of the elevon. The Similarity in 
these 3-D interaction flows prompted the use of data from both types of flows 
in developing methods for estimating '3-D interaction flow effects (Ref. 4 
and 5). 
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3. 3 I'~OOEL DESC R I PT I ON 
Three half wing models were fabricated to investigate ~yjng sweep 
effects. The flat plate 'flings have leading edge sweepback angles of 0, 50, 
and 700 and all have machi ned sharp (11. 20 ) 1 eadi ng edges. The stai nl ess 
steel half wing models have attachable stainless steel center bodies 
(simulating aft fuselage sections) and various trailing edge controls. Both a 
pl anar (end plate) and acyl i ndri cal center body are attachabl e to the hal f 
wings. Thus, data could, and were, obtained both without and with inboard 
body effects. 
The end plate has a machined sharp leading edge and a sweepback angle of 
700• It is aligned in the free stream direction and may be set either flush 
to or with a 1/4 in. (0.635 cm) gap from the inboard side of the trailing edge 
control. The cylindrical body, when attached to the wing, is adjacent to the 
inboard side of the trailing edge control. 
The wings have attachable trailing edge controls, either e1evons or 
spoilers. There are two different chord length (llong" and "snort") e1evons 
that can be set at (flow compression) deflection angles from 0 to 301') in 50 
increments. There are two spoilers ("high" and "low") that are attachao1e at 
the e1evon hinge line location. 
A sketch of a wing-e1evon-end plate model configuration is shown in 
Fig. 3. The coordinate system used herein is indicated in the same figure. 
Note that "Xll is the streamwise distance measured from the wing apex on the 
surface of the wing and e1evon. Thus, the"x" value of a location on the 
e1 evon surface does not vary wi th e1 evon def1 ecti on ang1 e. Out1 i nes of wi ng-
e1evon-end plate configurations are shown in Fig. 4. The 1I10ng" chord e1evon 
is shown, the IIshort" chord e1evon has the same span but a chord length of 3.5 
in. instead of 5.5 in. 
The wings, elevons, and end plate have replaceable stainless steel and 
silicone-rubber inserts. The stainless steel inserts were instrumented with 
thermocouples to enable obtaining accurate and detailed heating rate 
distributions along specific streamwise and vertical lines on wing-elevon 
model confi gurati ons using the thi n-wall transi ent-temperature techni que. 
Thermocouples were closely spaced along streamwise lines on the wing and 
elevon inserts (at y = 2.375 in.), ~nd along a vertical line on the end plate 
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-insert (at x = 24.25 in.). The 1 ocati ons are i ndi cated by dot-dash 1 i nes in 
Fig. 4. The silicone rubber inserts were used to ontain surface heating rate 
distributions using the phase change coating technique. These surface heat 
transfer resul ts are compared wi th the thermocoupl eresu) ts at the saille 
spanwise and chordwise stations. 
The cyl i ndri cal center body, sketched in Fi g. 5 and shown in the 
photograph in Fig. 6, is used only on the 70° swept wing. The ridge line of 
the cyl i nder is ata 100 angl e from the fl at pl ate wi ng surface. 
Hi gh and low spoi 1 ere;, wi th forward faces at the same 1 ocati on as the 
el evon hi nge 1 i ne, were used on all three hal f wi ng model s. The hi gh spoi 1 er 
extends one inch above the wing surface, the low spoiler extends 0.64 inches 
above the fl at pl ate wi ng surface (the same rati 0 as the el evon chord 1 engths: 
3.5/5.5 = 0.64/1.0). The stainless steel spoilers are not instrumented. 
The model confi gurati 6ns tested are indicated i nTab 1 e 1. The gap 
between the end plate and the inboard edge of the trailing edge control is 1/4 
in. In other cases, the trailing edge control ilas sealed to the center 
body. In all cases, the control was seal ed to the wi ng surface. 
Tabl e 1 Ivndel Confi gurati ons . 
, 
Wing Sweep, deg Center Body Controls 
0 None Elevons & spollers 
End plate Elevons & spoi lers 
End pl ate wi th gap Elevon 
50 None Elevons & spoiler 
70 None Elevons .& spoil ers 
End plate Elevons & spoil ers 
End pl ate with gap Elevons 
Cyl; ndr; cal. £levons & spoilers 
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3.4 TUNNEL & FLOW CONDITIONS 
The experiments v.ere conducted in the NASA Langley !'!lach 8 Variable 
Density Tunnel in Hampton, VA. It is a blowdown wind tunnel with a closed 
ci rcul ar test secti on 18 in. in di alneter. The tunnel can pro"i de r~ch 8 free 
stream flows for unit Reynolds numbers ranging from 0.20 to 9.5 million per 
foot. 
The tunnel has a model injection system in a vacuum chamber beneath the 
test section (Fig. 7 and 8). Full injection to tunnel centerline takes 0.8 
sec, but the model passes through the tunnel wall shear layer, where it 
experiences nonuniform flow heating, in just 0.2 sec. 
In order to have hi gh Reynol ds number flows, the hi ghest tunnel operati ng 
stagnation pressure (approximately 2600 psia) was used for all these test 
runs. Nominal values of the tunnel stagnation and free stre~n flow conditions 
are listed in Table 2. The Reynolds number is for a root chord of 25.25 in. 
Table 2 Tunnel F.low Conditions 
Po PI 2600 psia 
To PI 1500 oR 
Meo 10:1 8 
Peo 10:1 0.266 psia 
Teo 10:1 109 oR 
Rec 10:1 20 x 106 
3.5 TEST PROCEDURE 
For each tunnel run, the tunnel flow was established before injecting the 
model into the test section. Strip recorders were used to monitor and record 
tunnel stagnati on condi ti ons. These val ues vari ed sl i ghtlyfrom run to run 
but remained essentially constant during each tunnel run. Strip recorders 
were also used to monitor several thermocouple temperature-time readings when 
the thermocouple instrumented inserts were used. Closed circuit television 
.was used to monitor the profile schlieren image for all thermocouple test 
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runs. Closed circuit television was also used to ,flonitor all phase change 
coating and oil flow test runs. These monitoring devices were used in 
deterllining when the illodelshou11 be ejected from the tunnel flow. 
There are a total of 60 thermocouples in the wing, elevon and end plate 
inserts. Temperatures were recorded 40 ti mes per second for each 
- thermocouple. These temperature-time traces were used in the thin-wall 
transi ent-temperatijre techni que (Ref. 17) to obtai n accurate aerodynami c 
heating rate distributions along a streamwise line on the wing and elevon 




The model confi gurati ons tested and the type of data obtai ned on each are 
indicated in Table 3. In addition to the data indicated in Table 3, profile 
schlieren photographs were obtained for thermocouple-instrumented, wing-
control configurations without center bodies. 
Surface flow streamline shapes, the extent of separation, and the 
1 ocati on of reattachment were determi nec1 usi ng moti on pi ctures of a 
splattering of oil droplets on the model surfaces. Motion picture cameras and 
a closed ci rcui t tel evi si on camera ~re· mounted to vi ew the model in the 
tunnel test section (Fig. 9). The model was prerubbed with silicone oil. 
Then a mixture ~f titanium dioxide, silicone oil aoda small percentage of 
oleic acid was splattered on the model surfaces. The model was then injected 
into the estab1 i shed i~ach 8 tunnel flow and the movement of the oil drop1 ets 
monitored and recorded, on motion picture film, until a steady flow pattern 
was firmly established. The model was then ejected from the tunnel flow. 
Still photographs were taken of the final oil flow pattern, which was also 
traced on paper overlayed on the model surfaces after the test run. 
The same cameras (Fig. 9), with color motion picture film, were used to 
obtain surface heating rate distributions using the phase change coating 
technique (Ref. 18 and 19). A thin coating of temperature sensitive paint was 
sprayed on the model (different phase change temjlerature paints for the wing, 
elevon and center body were used). Grids were then scribed on the painted 
model surfaces and surface temperatures were recorded. The tunnel flow was 
established and the model injected into the flow. The progression of the melt 
line with time was monitored, using the television calneras, and recorded by 
the motion picture cameras. The model was ejected from the tunnel flow once 
all the paint on the silicone rubber. inserts had melted. 
9 















































































Control key: Number with "l" or "S" indicates deflection angle and 
"long" or "Short" elevon. low Spoiler and High Spoiler are denoted 
by loSp and Hi Sp. 






4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
The trailing edge control (elevon angle or spoiler height) is dominant in 
a ffecti ng the surface aerodynami c heati ng rate di stri buti ons for given free 
stream flow conditions. Therefore, results are grouped for each trailing edge 
control. Variations in surface heating rate distributions caused oy different 
center bodies and wing sweep are described for each trailing edge control. 
Data obtained for a particular configuration are usually presented in 
proximity. For each trailing edge control, results obtained on the wing and 
el evon surfaces are presented before showi ng the same type of !jata resu1 ts on 
the end plate or cylindrical center body surfaces. 
For each trai 1 i ng edge control and wi ng s~"eep, data are presented, when 
available, for: no center body, cylindrical center body, end plate with gap, 
and end plate. Oil flow results are shown prior to the phase change coating 
and thermocouple results. Tracings of melt lines from many motion picture 
frames of the phase change coati ng on a confi guration are superilnposed to 
obtain isotherms, contours of equal aerodynamic heating rates, for the 
confi gurati on. When avail ab 1 e, these are compared wi th heati ng rate 
distributions obtained using the thermocouple generated data for selected 
configurations. 
Data presented for various model configurations are indicated in Table 4. 
Sample frames of the oil flow and phase change coating motion pictures are 
presented only for selected configurations. Results oased on examination of 
the color motion pictures for all of the configurations are included in the 
" ' 
di scussi on of the experintenta1 resul ts. Constant aerodynami c surface heat 
transfer coefficient contours, hereafter referred to simply as "contours", are 
presented for all configurations for which they were obtained. 
The true view of the, elevon surface is shown instead of projecting the 
deflected elevon surface onto the pl ane of the wing.: The projection of the 
trailing edge control on the center body is indicated. In certain instances, 
the ~rds IIhot ll and/or "col dll are shown on the contour plots to indicate 
regions of relatively high and/or relatively low surface heating. 
4.1 NO TRAILING EDGE CONTROL 
The phase change coating faded gradually and evenly over the entire 
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Table 4 Configuration Data Figure Numbers 
{;t::NII:.K tlUDY .. 
TRAILING EDGE WING SWEEP LP .w END FIGURE 
CONTROL 00 500 70° Nm~E CYLINDER GAP PLATE NU\,~BERS 
X X X 10-13 
None X X 14 
X X X X X 15-23 
bU Long X X X 24-28 
X X X X 29-38 
X X X -39-114 
100 Long X X 45 
X X X X 46-54 
115'" Long X X X 55-60 
X X X X 61-69 
X X X 70-75 
20° Short X X 76 
X X X X X 77-84 
[20" Long X X B5 
X X 86 
125u Short X X X X 87-97 
X X X X 98-101 
30u Short X X 102-104 
X X X 105-112 
'Low Spoller X X X 113-120 
X X X X 121-135 
X X X IJO-T4J 
Hi gh Spoi 1 er X X 144,145 
X X X 146-152 
surface. The all melted stage was attained 6.10 sec after injecting the model 
into the tunnel flow. This corresponds to an aerodynamic heat transfer 
coefficient of 0.0047 BTU/ft2 sec oR (Fig. 10). The phase change coating and 
thermocouple results for the same configuration are compared in Fig. 11. 
When the end plate was added to the configuration, oil flows indicated 
all streamwise flow on the wing, elevon and end plate surfaces. Phase change 
data for this configuration are given in Fig. 12 and 13. Regions of 





"col d" . Phase change resul ts for the 500, swept wi ng are shown in Fi g. 14. 
Phase change results for the 700 swept wing are ~iven in Fig. 15. 
Oil flows for the 700 swept wi ng wi th the cyl i ndri cal center body showed 
an outboard defl ecti on of the surface s treaml i nes on the i nboardporti on of 
the wing (Fig. 16). Oil accumulated along the shoulder of the cylindrical 
body, but was swept off the ridge 1 i ne( Fi g. 17). Phase change results for 
the same confi gura ti on are gi'len in Fi g. 18 and 19. As mi ght well be 
expected, highest heating occurred along the ridge line of the cylindrical 
body. The paint did not melt on the 'Iertica1 sides of the cylindrical body 
(Fig. 20). Phase change and thermQcouple results' on the wing and elevon 
surfaces are c~~pared in Fig. 21. 
A 11 surface flow was streamwi se wi th the end pl ate on the 70° swept 
wing. Phase change coating, and thermocouple data are given in Fig. 22 and 
23. Oil flows for this configuration indicated streamwise surface streamlines 
on the end plate, wing and e1evon surfaces. Phase change results for the end 
pl ate moved 1/4 in. away frOI1l the e1 evon are essenti ally the same as for the 
end plate adjacent to the e1evon, as would be expected. 
4.2 5° LONG ELEVON 
Phase change coati ng resul ts i ndi cat€ somewha t hi gher heating rates on 
the outboard portions of the slightly deflected e1evo~ (Fig. 24). Heating 
rates from the p~ase change and thermocouple test runs: are compared in Fig. 
2.5. They agree. 
Oil flows of the wi ng and el evon surfaces show,all streamwi se flow wi th 
the end p1 ate attached to the unswept wi ng • However, there is an oil 
accumul ati on 1 i ne on the end pl ate surface (Fi g. 26).' Thi s 1 i ne is at a 
considerably higher angle 'then the inviscid shock wave' angle for a 5° 
deflection, indicating a larger region of disturbed flow on the end plate 
surface than would be calculated using inviscid flow theory. Phase change 
coating results for this configuration are given in~ig. 27 and 28. 
Heati ng rate di stri buti ons for the 5° el evon on the 70° swept wi ng are 
shown in Fig. 29. In this case, higher heating occurred on the inboard 
portion of the elevon. 
Resul ts of oi 1 fl owmoti o,n pi ctures show regi ons of hi gh shear on tne 
wi ng and el evon surfaces when the cy1 i ndri cal center body is attached (Fi g. 
13 
30). An oil accumulation line is apparent on the planar surface of the 
cylindrical body close to the e1evon (Fig. 31). Highest heating occurs along 
the ridge of the cylindrical center body (Fig. 32 and 33). Phase change 
coating and thermocouple data on the wing surface are compared in Fig. 34. 
The cylindrical center body was replaced by the end plate. Oil flo\,/s 
indicated all streamwise flow on the wing, elevon and end plate surfaces. 
Unfortunately, the top camera was not in c1 ear focus. It appears, however, 
that the e1evon and wing surface heat transfer coefficients were approximately 
0.0045 BTU/ft2 sec OR for both surfaces (Fi g. 35). Heati ng rates on the end 
plate surface are indicated in Fig. 36. Thermocouple data for the wing, 
e1evon and end plate surfaces are given in Fig~ 37 and 38. The paint results 
on the wing surface are approximately 10% too high (compare Fig. 35 and 37). 
4.3 10° LONG ELEVON 
Oil flows showed no indication of separation caused by the 10° e1evon. 
All surface stream1 i nes were streamwi se. There were, however, uneven heati ng 
rates on the e1evon surface (Fig. 39). Tnermoco~p1e data for the wing and 
elevon are compared with the phase change data in Fig. 40. 
The end p1~te slightly changed the oil flow pattern. High shear was 
evidenced in the wing-end plate corner (Fig. 41 and 42). An oil accumulation 
line formed far outboard of the projection of the elevon induced shock wave 
(Fig. 42). Surface heating rate distributions are shown in 
Fig. 43 and 44. 
The 50° swept wing exhibited a far different surface heating pattern 
(Fig. 45). This discrepancy is yet to be explained. Surface heating rate 
distributions on the 10° e1evon and 70° swept wing configuration are shown in 
Fig. 46. 
Regions of relatively high shear on the wing and 10° e1evon surfaces, 
with the cylindrical body attached to the wing, are shown in Fig. 47. Oil 
accumulation lines on the cylindrical body surface are shown in Fig. 47 and 
48. Surface heating rate distributions for the same configuration are shown 
in Fig. 49 and 50. The phase change coating results are compared Yrith 
thermocouple results in Fig. 51. 
Oi 1 f1 ows i ndi cated streamwi se flow on the 70° swept wi n9, 10° el evon and 
end plate surfaces. Bad light reflections made the phase change contours 
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nearly indistinguishable (Fig. 52). Thermocouple results are plotted in Fig. 
53 and 54. 
4.4 150 LONG ELEVON 
Oil flows on the unswept wing and 150 e1evon showed strictly streamwise 
flow and no separation ahead of the hinge line. Heating distributions 
obtained using the phase change coating technique are shown in Fig. 55, and 
compared with thermocouple data in Fig. 56. 
Pl anform and profi 1 e sketches of oi 1 flow mati on pi ctures wi th the end 
plate on the unswept wing - 150 e1evon are shown in Fig. 57 and 58. In 
regions of high shear the oil is wiped clean off the surface. The oil 
accumulation line on the end plate surface indicates a far more extensive 
region of disturbed flow than predicted by inviscid flow theory. Phase change 
coa ti ng surface heati ng rate qi stri buti ons for this confi gurati on are 
indicated in Fig. 59 and 60. In Fig. 60, contours 6 and 7 near the e1evon are 
coincident with contour 5. 
Phase change resu1 tsfor the 150 e1 evon on the 700 swept wi ng are shown 
in Fig. 61. Oil flows indicate purely streamwise flow and no regions of 
separated flow.. Sketci1es made from oil f1 ow moti on pi ctures for the 70 0 wi ng-
( 
150 elevon-cylindrical body configuration are shown in Fig. 62 and 63. Again, 
a hi gh shear regi on was observed at the wi ng-body juncti on. Surface heati ng 
rate distributions obtained from phase change coating 'motion pictures are 
shown in Fig. 64 and 65. Thermocouple heat transfer rate data along a 
streamwise line on the wing and elevon surfaces are indicated in Fig. 66. 
Pl anform oil flows exhi bi ted streamwi se flow on the ,wi ng and el evon 
surfaces when the end pl ate was attached to the model. There was no evi dence 
of separated flow. However, on the end plate surface, distincti~e oil 
accumulation lines were observed (Fig. 67). Heating rates along a streamwise 
line on the wing and elevon surfaces are indicated in Fig. 68 and heating 
rates along a ~ertica1 line on the end plate surface are indicated in Fig. 69. 
4.5 200 SHORT ELEVON 
Oil flow on the unswept wi ng and 20 0 shortel evon confi gurati on showed 
simply streamwi se flow and no evidence of separati on. Phase change surface 
heat transfer rate distributions are shown in Fig. 70. 
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Oi 1 flows exhi bi t hi gh shear in the corner regi on between the wi ng-el evon 
and end plate (Fig. 71 and 72). A photograph of the end plate surface taken 
after the oil flow test run is shown in Fig. 73. Phase change heat transfer 
rate distributions on the unswept ~ing, elevon and end plate surfaces are 
given in Fig. 74 and 75. 
Phase change data for the 20° short el evon on the 50° and 70° swept wi ngs 
are shown in Fig. 76 and 77. The heating rates are very similar for both 
confi gurati ons. Oi 1 flows showed all streatm/i se fl O~I wi th no separati on for 
both configurations. 
Oi 1 flows for the 70° swept wi ng, 20° short el evon and cyl i ndri cal center 
"iI 
body configuration are shown in Fig. 78 and 79. Some oil accumulated at the 
center of the hi nge 1 i ne and there was a di sti ncti ve streamwi se band of oil on 
the elevon surface downstream of the hinge line (Fig. 78). Surface 
streamlines on the cylindrical surface are sketched in Fig. 79. Phase change 
surface heating rate distributions for this configuration are given in Fig. 80 
and 81. 
The 70° swept wi ng wi th the 20° short el evon was tested wi th the end 
plate placed 1/4 in. away from the elevon. Phase change data results for this 
configuration ar~ presented in Fig. 82 and 83. 
The 70° wing was also tested with the end plate adjacent to the 20° st10rt 
el evon. Oi 1 flows showed no evi dence of separati on on the wi 09 surface. Bad 
light reflections prevented good views of the aft portion·of the elevon 
surface. The same proolem occurred for the phase change coating results. The 
few results that were discernable are shown in Fig. 84. 
4.6 20° LONG ELEVON 
The 20° longer chord elevon was also tested on the unswept and 70° swept 
wings. The 70° wing had the cylindrical center body adjacent to the elevon. 
Streamwise distrioutions of heating rates along a line on the wing and elevon 
surfaces, obtained fr~n thermocouple data, are given in Fig 85 and 86. 
4.7 25° SHORT ELEVON 
Small "bubbles" of separated flow were observed on the unswept wing just 
ahead of the 25° el evon (Fi g. 87). . The heati ng rate di stri but; ons had 
~omehwat higher values in these same regions. As a check on the reliability 
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(accuracy and repeatabi 1 i ty )' of· the phase change. coati ng techni que, two 
repeat tunnel runs were made for thi s mode' : ccn1fi gurati on. Isotherms, 
prepared i ndependentl y for all three tunnel runs, were all very si mil ar. A 
composite of the three sets of contours of constant heat transfer coefficient 
values is shown in Fig. 88. Heat transfer coefficients obtained on the wing 
and elevon surfaces along a streamwise line at the y = 2.375 in. spanwise 
station are sho~n in Fig. 89~ 
-, 
Small bubbles of separ~ted flow just ahead of the hinge line were also 
r observed when the end pl ate was attached to the model 1/4 in. away from the 
elevon (Fig. 90). Surface streamline on the end plate are shown in Fig. 91. 
Heating rate distributions on the 'fling, elevon and end plate surfaces for this 





elevon ;s coincident with contour 5. No separation bubbles were observed when 
the end pl ate was adjacent and sealed to the 25° short el evon, and the heati ng 
rate distributions were somewhat different (Fig. 94~97). 
Oil flows on the 70° swept wi ng, 25° short el evon and cyl i ndri cal center 
body configuration are shown in Fig. 98 ,and 99. Surface aerodynamic heating 
rate distributions for the same configuration are shown in Fig. 100 and 101. 
The 25° short elevonwas also tested on the 70° swept wing with the end 
plate attached. Unfortunately, bad light reflections obliterated the wing, 
elevon and aft portion of the end plate surface. Only the forward portion of 
the end pl ate surface was cl early di scernibl e; heat ·transfer coeffi ci ent 
val ues on the forward porti on of the end pl at~ surface were approximately 
0.0050 BTU/ft2 secoR for .this configuration. 
4.8 30° SHORT ELEVON 
Oil flows for the 30° e1evon on the unswept wing indicate separated flow 
ahead of the el evon (Fi g. 102 and l03). Surface heati ng rate di stri buti ons 
are indicated in Fig. 104. No thermocouple data were obtained for 
configurations with the 30° elevon. 
Sketches of oil flows obtained on the 70° swept wing, 30° short elevon 
and end plate, with a 1/4 in. gap between the e1evon and end plate, are shown 
in Fi g. 105 and 106. Two oil accumul ati on .1 i nes on the end pl ate surface are 
apparent. Note that II stream1 i nes" 1 n the oil flow sketches means II surface 
·streamlines." There are distinctive regions of separation and surface flow 
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disturbance on the wing, elevon and end plate surfaces. Phase change coating 
heat transfer results are shown in Fig. 107 and 108. The phase change coating 
chosen for the el evon surface was too hi gh and therefore no mel t on the el evon 
surface was observed within a reasonable amount of time. 
Separated flow regi ons are del i neated by the oi 1 accumul ati on 1 i nes 
sketched in Fig. 109 and 110 for the 70° wing, 30° elevon and end plate sealed 
to the elevon. A photograph of the oil flow in the interaction region is 
shown in Fig. 111. The s,nearing of the oil accumulation line may indicate 
unsteady flow in thi s regi on. . Severe 1 i ght refl ecti ons ob 1 iterated IOOS t of 
the confi gurati on duri ng the phase change coati ng test run, only the forward 
porti on of the end pl ate surface was cl early di scernab 1 e in the moti on 
pictures (Fig. 112). 
4.9 LOW SPOILER 
Sketches of the oil flow pattern and the phase change coating heat 
transfer rate distribution on the unswept wing with the low spoiler are given 
in Fi g. 113 and 114. The oil accumul ation 1 i ne coi '1ci des wi th the narrow band 
of isotherms separating high and low hea'ting rates on the wing surface. No 
thermocoupl e data were taken wi th ei ther the low or hi gh spoi 1 ers attached to 
the wi ngs. 
Oi 1 flows on the unswept wi ng and end pl ate surfaces, wi th the end pl ate 
adjacent to the low spoiler, are sketched in Fig. 115 and 116. A fra,ne froln 
the motion picture of the run (Run No. 119) is shown in Fig. 117, and a photo 
of the end plate taken after the test run is shown in Fig. 118. Surface heat 
transfer rate distributions obtained by the phase change .coating technique for 
this configuration are shown in Fig. 119 and 120. 
A sketch and photograph of the oi 1 flow on the 70° swept wi n9 wi th the 
low spoiler are shown in Fig. 121 and 122. Phase change results for the same 
confi gurati on are given in Fi g. 123 and a frame of the moti on .pi cture is shown 
in Fig. 124. There is a definite similarity in the oil flow and phase change 
coati ng patterns on the wi ng surface. 
Sketches of oil flow on the 70° wing and cylindrical body surfaces are 
shown in Fig. 125 and 126. A photograph of the oil flow on the wing and 
cylindrical body surfaces is shown in Fig. 127. Surface heat transfer rate 
'contours are sketched in Fig. 128 and 129, and a frame from the phase change 
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coati ng test run is sho'v'm i 11 Fi g. 130. Aga.:i 11, ~he oi 1 flow and phase change 
patterns are quite similar (Fig. 127 and 130). 
Oil flows on the wing and end ~ate surfaces are sketched in Fig. 131 and 
132. A frame from the color motion picture of the oil flow is shown in Fig. 
133. Phase change heating rate distributions for the same configuration dre 
shown in Fig. 134 and 135. 
4.10 HIGH SPOILER 
The high spoiler caused the greatest disturbance of any of the trailing 
edge controls tested. The surface oil flow pattern observed on the unswept 
wing is shown in Fig. 136. Surface heating rate distributions are indicated 
in Fig. 137. 
Sketches of 0; 1 flow patterns on the end pl ate and unswept wi ng surfaces, 
with the high spoiler attached, are shown in Fig- 138 and 139. A photograph 
of the flow is shown in Fig. 140. Surface heating rate contours are sketched 
in Fig. 141 and 142. A frame frOOl the motion picture is shown in Fig. 143. 
Surface streaml i nes on the 50° swept wi ng wi th the hi gh spoi 1 er are 
sketched in Fig. 144. Surface heating rate distributions dre given in Fig. 
145. 
The oi 1 flow pattern on the 70° swept wi n9 surface is given in Fi g. 146 
and the surface heating rate distribution for the same configuration is 
i ndi cated in Fi g. 147. The extent of separati on is much more extensive on the 
outboard portion of the wi ng where the boundary 1 ayeri s tr'ansi ti anal or 
laminar prior to separation (~ef. 14 and 20). 
Surface oil flow patterns observed when the end plate was attached to the 
70 0 wi ng wi th the hi gh spoi 1 er are shown in Fi g. 148 and 149. A frame from the 
oil flow motion picture is shown in Fig. 150. Heat transfer coefficient rate 
contours on the sllrfaces of the 70° swept wing and end plate are shown in Fig. 
151 and 152. Note that in Fig. 151 contours 3 and 4 are nE~arly coincident. 
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5. CONCLUDING REMARKS & RECOMMENDATIONS 
Surface oil flow and heat transfer coefficient contours are presented for 
hypersoni c free stream f1 ow (r~ach 8) over a generi c set of wi ng-el evon-body 
configurations. The shock-wave boundary-layer interactions result in complex 
surface fiow patterns in the three-dimensional interaction flow regions. 
Salient aspects of the flows and certain anomalies are described. Effects of 
wi ng sweep, trail i ng edge control, and inboard body may be ascertai ned readily 
by comparing the pertinent, quantitative, data presented in the figures. 
Generally, the thermocouple and phase change coating heat transfer data 
agree quite well. The data are repeatable fr~n run to run, and thereby pass 
the most stringent test for reliability. Surface oil flow and phase change 
coating patterns are quite similar for the same model configuration, and 
adequately delineate the surface regions affected by the trailing edge 
control. 
There is no flow separati on from the wi ng surface for trai 1 i ng edge 
elevons having 20° deflection angles or less. The 25° elevon causes little 
flow separati on. Heat transfer to the wi ng surface in the separated flow 
region ahead of the 30° elevon is twice as large as for attached flow. As 
expected for turbulent boundary layer separation (Ref. 1), the heat transfer 
to the wing surface in the turbulent separated flow region upstream of the 
spoilers is much greater then for attached flows. The effective dividing 
streamline angle in the two dimensional flow region is approximately 11° for 
the low spoiler and 11.5° for the high spoiler, in general agreement with data 
from many sources (Ref. 14 and 20). 
The end plate and cylindrical center bodies substantially alter the 
heating distributions on the wing and elevon surfaces; they do not necessarily 
increase the maximum heat transfer rate coefficient observed on the elevon 
surface. As expected, the center bodies inhibit inboard venting of separated 
flow and usually increase the length of separation, particularly on the 
inboard portion of the wing. This effect is most pronounced for the end plate 
sealed to the trailing edge control. 
Wing sweep affects both magnitude and distribution of heat transfer rate 
coefficients on the wing and elevon surfaces. Depending on sweep, elevon 
defl ecti on angl e and center body, maximum heati ng may occur along the edges of 
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the elevon, in the middle of the elevon, or elsewhere on the elevon surface. 
The extent of separation is fairly constant ahead of the spoilers on the 
umswept and 50° swept wings, for Which the boundary layers were turbulent 
prior to separation. However, the extent of separation is much more extensive 
on the outboard porti on of the 70° swept wi ng, where t:1e boundary 1 ayer is 
transitional or laminar prior to separation (Ref. 14 and 20). In all cases, 
the surface oil fiow and phase change coating patterns are quite similar for 
the same configuration. 
The region on the adjacent aft fuselage section affected by the trailing 
edge control is much larger than would be antiCipated using inv;scid flow 
analyses. Deveikis (Ref. 21) observed this same phenomenon for end ~ates 
(fences) on a large flat plate - ramp model. He also observed that the 
streaml i nes on the end pl ate surface more closely parall el the oil 
accumulation line than the elevon surface (Fig. 26 ahd 58). As examples: for 
a 5° el evan, the area downstream of the oi 1 accumul ati on 1 i ne is more than 
twice as large as that downstream of the projection of the 5° elevon inviscid 
shock location on the end plate (Fig. 26); for a 15° elevan, the end plate 
area affected by the elevon is more than five times as extensive as the area 
downstream of the projection on the end ~ate surface of the inviscid flow 
shock wave emanating from the elevon hinge line (Fig. 58 and 60). Wing 
sweepback reduces the aft fusel age (end pl ate) area affec ted by the tra i1 i n9 
edge control (Fi g. 58 and 67). The affected area on the cyl i ndri cal center 
body is qui te si mil ar to that on the end pl ate center body. 
The phase change coating technique discloses local regions of nigh heat 
transfer rates that may be mi ssed by even extensive arrays of thermocoupl es, 
and the phase change and thermocouple heat transfer rate· data agree. i40re 
detailed analyses shoul dbe made to determine center body and wing sweepback 
effects on maximum heating rates to the elevon surface. Nevertheless, results 
presented herei n enl arge the data base requi red to refi ne ellpi ri c anal yti c 
methods for estimating surface heating rate distributions in complex 
i nteracti on flow regi ons. The resul ts shoul d be compared wi th analyti c 
results, calculable using methods such as those presented in Ref. 4 and 5. 
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Fig. 2 Two Types of 3·0 Interaction Flow Models for Turbulent Boundary 




Fig.3 Sketch of a 70° Swept Wing-Elevon-End Plate Model Configuratioil & Coordinate System 
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Fig. 6 Photograph of 70u Wing-long Elevon-Cylindrical Center Body Model Configuration 
Installed in Injection Chamber Beneath Test Section 
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Fig. 7 NASA Langley Mach 8 Variable Density Tunnel 
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Fig. 8 Wing Elevon Model Mounted on Injection System Beneath Test Section 
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Fig.20 Undeflected Long Elevon - Photograph of Model After Phase Change Test Run, 



















Fig.21 Undeflected Long Elevon - Comparison of Phase Change & Thermocouple Data, 70° Swept Wing, Cylindrical Center Body 
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Fig. 23 Undeflected Long Elevon - Comparison of Phase Change & Thermocouple Data, 
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Fig. 21 5° Long Elevon - Planform Phase Change Results, Unswept Wing, End Plate 
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Fig.44 10° Long Elevon - Profile Phase Change Results, End Plate, Unswept Wing 
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Fig. 49 10° long Elevon - Planform Phase Change Results, 70° Swept Wing, Cylindrical Center Body 
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Fig. 53 10° long Elevon - Thermocouple Data, 70° Swept Wing, End Plate 
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Fig. 63 15° long Elevon - Profile Showing Oil Accumulation line, Cylindrical Center Body, 70° Swept Wing 
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Fig. 74 20° Short Elevon - Phase Change Results, Unswept Wing, End Plate 
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Fig. 77 20° Short Elevon - Phase Change Results, 70° Swept Wing, No Center Body 
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Fig. 78 20° Short Elevon - Oil Flow Pattern, 70° Swept Wing, Cylindrical Center Body 
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Fig. 79 20° Short Elevon - Oil Flow Pattern, Cylindrical Center Body, 70° Swept Wing 
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Fig. 89 25° Short Elevon - Heat Transfer Coefficients on Wing and Elevon Surfaces, Obtained Using Phase Change Coating Technique, Unswept Wing 
No Center Body, Along a Streamwise Line at the y = 2.375 in. Spanwise Station for Tunnel Runs 093, 122 & 123 
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Fig. 92 25° Short Elevon - Phase Change Results, Unswept Wing, End Plate % in. Away from Elevon 
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Fig. 118 Low Spoiler - Photograph of Oil Flow Pattern on End Plate Taken After Tunnel Run 119, Unswept Wing 
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Fig. 136 High Spoiler - Oil Flow Pattern, Unswept Wing, No Center Body 
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Fig. 146 High Spoiler - Oil Flow Pattern, 70° Swept Wing, No Center Body 
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Fig. 147 High Spoiler - Phase Change Results, 70° Swept Wing, No Center Body 
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Fig. 152 High Spoiler - Phase Change Results, End Plate, 70° Swept Wing 
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